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RADEX eCourse now online

RADEX eCourse on the prevention of violent radicalisation among

youth through a positive approach is now online and open

The RADEX project aims to prevent and divert violent radicalisation and extremism of young

people, provide youth workers with tools, knowledge to detect the radicalisation process

and educational resources on violent radicalisation and extremism. To do so, we as partners

have developed a course in the form of a MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) that is now

freely accessible online on RJ4All’s website: https://rj4all.uk/online/courses/radex/.

This advanced e-course aims to train professionals working with young people who are at

risk of violent radicalisation with an emphasis on online grooming. It introduces the concept

of violent radicalisation and teaches how to effectively prevent violent radicalisation by

adopting positive approaches. The e-course is structured around 5 modules. Each Module is

composed of 4-5 Units. A module involves 2-3 hours of learning.

Successful completion will lead to CPD (Continuous Professional Development) Certification

(15 points). It takes approximately 15 non-stop hours to fully complete all modules and take

the test. The e-course includes software that make it accessible in various languages as well

as for those with visual and hearing impairments, with interactive tools based on H5P.

The e-course is supported by a free, evidenced based Training Handbook as well as the

ebook RADEX (2022) Research findings on violent youth radicalisation in the UK, Cyprus,

France, Greece and Belgium, London: RJ4All Publications, ISBN: 978-1-911634-54-6.

As a project consortium, we hope to give our contribution to the field of prevention of youth

violent radicalisation and we are looking forward to the professionals’ feedback on our

work.

For any question, you may reach our team at radex@rj4all.org

For regular updates, please consider following our Facebook page

RADEX project
Towards the mobilization against extremism, through countering and diverting radicalisation of young people.

Starting in December 2020, the project is co-funded by the Erasmus+ program, aiming to support young people at risk by providing

them with an online platform that will include modules on youth violent radicalisation, a simulation video to showcase how, when

and where different types of radicalisation processes may take place, and to whom they are addressed.

RADEX brings together a strategic partnership of 6 cross-sector organizations from 6 Erasmus+ countries to address multiple

Horizontal and sectorial priorities: RJ4All (UK), Synthesis Center (Cyprus), ALDA (France), Ingenious Knowledge (Germany), Inclusive

Europe (Belgium).
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